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INTRCLUCTION

Within the past few years the study of quantum field

theory has been centred round the description of scattering

phenomena by means of single and double dispersion relations.

That is to say that the scattering amplitude, which for real

scattering processes is a function of two real variables, is

considered instead as a function of one or two complex

variables, and the analytic properties in the complex plane

are utilised by means of a Cauchy integration to obtain an

integral representation. Of courae, in performing the inte¬

gration round a circle which is allowed to recede to infinity

we need to know the behaviour of the function for large values

of the argument so that we know how to treat the contribution

from the integral round the infinite circle. Thus we see that

the essential properties are the analytic properties of the

scattering amplitude together with its asymptotic behaviour for

large values of the (complex) variables.

There are two possible approaches to these integral re¬

presentations. The first is to take the usual postulates of

axiomatic quantum field theory and deduce from them the required

analytic and asymptotic properties. The second is to replace the

postulates of field theory, more or less by the postulate of a

double dispersion relation or Mandelstam representation. More

accurately the postulates involved are those of! (i) unitarity,

fii) maximal analyticity consistent with unitarity and
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(iii) crossing symmetry* The first approach cannot toe said to

have toeen attended with any great success. No proof of a doutole

dispersion relation starting from the axioms of quantum field

theory has as yet toeen put forward, and indeed the proof of a

single dispersion relation in the energy variable for the

scattering of two particles of masses m, and M v/ith the

corresponding lowest mass intermediate states of masses m^ and
mg is only possible provided the following condition holds:

If t is the momentum transfer variable, and s the

energy variable, then for the dispersion relation to hold we

must have

This will of course depend on the process we consider, i.e. on

ra^, nig and the range of s. If turns out to toe negative,
then for this particular process a dispersion relation cannot

toe proved at all. Application of the above general formula to

special cases leads to the fact that single dispersion relations

in the energy variable may toe proved for the following processes:

(i) Pion nucleon scattering (with the momentum transfer in the

range 0 < t < ^ "j1^ where M » mass of nucleon and
M. a mass of pion).

(ii) Pion-pion scattering (provided 0 < t < 28p).

(iii) In general the scattering of pions or photons off any

1 elementary* particle.

(iv) The photoproduction of pions,

(v) The doutole Compton effect.

b - ~
0>- 3 Cs ~ zifLi^

UrS



The second approach has been attended with some success

inasmuch as that the use of the Mandelstam representation to¬

gether with unitarity has led to a large body of results in

close agreement with experiment. Thi3 represents a considerable

advance over previous work, since the infinite constants,

previously necessary to obtain sensible results, are now

dispensed with. But the question is whether the representation

should be taken purely as a postulate, or whether some attempt

at justification should be made. As mentioned above, no proof

has yet been offered in the full quantum field theory, but much

work has been done in both perturbation theory and in the

theory of scattering by a potential in non-relativistic quantum

mechanics. This work may be looked upon as a sort of guide as

to what might be expected to occur in the full field theory.

In other words, if the representation holds good in perturbation

theory, which we know to give results consistent with experiment

at least for the case of quantum electrodynamics, then it is at

least plausible that it might hold good in the full field theory.

On the other hand, if the representation were not valid in

perturbation theory, then it would be extremely doubtful if it

would be true in the full theory. Much progress has been made

towards a proof of the Mandelstam representation in perturbation

theory, and, indeed at one time it was thought that a complete

proof had been given. However, an unexpected complication

arose, and the proof remains in an incomplete state.

Similarly, if we can obtain a proof in non-relativistic

quantum mechanics, then this will make more plausible the



corresponding result in field theory. A further impulse for the

study of potential theory, is to see whether the methods adopted

in this case, where the state of our knowledge is at a

relatively high level, will throw any light on the procedure to

be used in the full field theory where, at the moment, we are

comparatively in the dark. The analytic properties of the

scattering amplitude in potential theory have indeed already

been studied by a number of authors^The various proofs

to date of these analytic properties have not, however, indicated

clearly any method to be adopted in field theory, and in addition

they have been singularly unsuccessful in deriving the behaviour

of the scattering amplitude for large values of the momentum

transfer, this last property being necessary to derive the re¬

quired integral representation from the known analytic properties.

One proof, that of Regge, does in fact yield information concerning

this point. It is unfortunate, however, that of all the methods

so far adopted, that of Regge is the least amenable for any

analogy to be made with field theory, since his investigation

has as its starting point the Schrodinger equation, and proceeds

via the techniques of coraplex angular momenta. It was with the

hope of providing a method which would give some help to field

theory and at the same time would yield information on the be¬

haviour of the scattering amplitude for large (complex) values

of the momentum transfer that the work described in this thesis

was initiated.

Essentially what is involved in the method to be adopted
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in this thesis is an iteration of the Low equation instead of

the Lippraann-Gchwinger equation. Both these iterations lead to

the Born series together with a remainder term. Wow it is known

that the Born series does not necessarily converge in the presence

of bound states, so we should expect the remainder tern to offer

some information concerning this. From the Lippraann-Schwinger

iteration no explicit information is conveyed concerning the

bound states, but from the Low iteration the bound state poles

appear explicitly in the remainder term so that it was to be

hoped that with their appearance the remainder term would be

amenable to treatment in order to obtain information concerning

the amplitude as a whole.

In Section I we set up our notation and discuss some of

the general methods of the dispersion relation approach and the

unitarity relationship. Ye also introduce here the Lippmann-

Schwinger ana Low equations. In Section II we show how an

iteration procedure may be set up for the Low equation, leading

essentially to a series of Born terms together with a remainder

term. In Section III we investigate the analytic properties of

the Born terras using some of the methods devised for the study

of perturbation theory. Section IV is devoted to the deter¬

mination of the asymptotic behaviour of the Born terras, necessary

before an integral representation may be deduced. In Section V

we determine the analytic properties of the remainder term, and

in Section VI we discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the

scattering' amplitude. In section VII we determine the properties
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of partial wave amplitudes^ and in Section VIII we obtain the

analytic properties of the scattering amplitude on the un-

physical sheet*
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I• notation and "rellminagy Gonelderations

,T'e consider the scattering of a particle of mass M by the

spherically symmetric potential V(r), or the interaction of

two particles with masses m- and nu and reduced mass
ta1m0

M « " C0UPle<a through the potential V( r12) where r^2
is the distance of separation of the two particles. In the

latter case the motion described is in the centre of mass frame

of the colliding particles. We choose units such that

■fi as C » 2M » 1,

The potentials to be considered are restricted to those

that may be written in the form

i.e. those which consist of a superposition of Yukawa potentials.

The conditions that V(r) must satisfy in order to have this

representation, with <r(m) bounded almost everywhere excent

possibly for S" -function singularities (necessary to allow the

for all integral kt where A is some constant.

For many purposes it will suffice for us to consider the case

of the pure Yukawa potential only, the extension of the results

oo

(1.1)

pure Yukawa potential)

(i) All orders of derivatives of V( r) exist.

1c

(ii) ^ i (rV) < f
dr r
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obtained to the superposition of Yukawa potentials being trivial.

We consider scattering from an initial state in which the

particle has momentum k^ (relative to the centre of mass in
the case of two particles) to a final state with momentum

If we denote, in the customary manner, a plane wave state of

momentum k by and the corresponding incoming and outgoing

scattering states by \k+"^ and , then it is well known that

the T-matrix element for the above process is given by

where a suitable choice of normalisation has been made. This

matrix element is the scattering amplitude as usually considered,

due to its intimate connection with the differential cross-

section. It is a function of only two scalar variables s and

t related to the momenta and kj* by

s is the energy, t the momentum transfer and 9 the scattering

angle (i.e. the angle between the momenta k^ and le^,). It
is in the variables s and t that we desire to obtain an

integral representation, Bince they are the closest analogues

to the field theoretic variables as usually chosen.

The scattering states and the plane wave states are con¬

nected by the Lippmann-Gchwinger equations, the derivation of

(1.2)

t - (ja- i - ®) (1.3)
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of which is on a fairly sound "basis in non-relativistic quantum

mechanics:-

^±7- 1*7 + — —VWr? , ,,au.w

H is the free Hamiltonian and
o

^O-faL -
-He+»fe (1.3)

is the free Green1s function.

It has the momentum representation

dc<t (.*-•) = n\ '
-w0 -v-

—— £ (£-~.)

and the coordinate representation

(-*,1) ~ \ I.7
- Ho ~

(1.6)

c to (x~2\

I+T; l*-3\
(1.7)
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The matrix element of the potential between two plane wave states
is written as

= V(*s<=) (1 ....

This is just the Fourier transform of the potential:-

(1-9)

so that V(j»,£) is a function only of the difference between

£ and m, and so raay be written

V(*s •*) =. (1.10)

From the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (l.U) may be deduced

immediately a corresponding equation for the scattering

amplitude:-

= +l*\\i—± viV"7
•fe

which, on inserting a complete set of plane wave states, which are

in fact complete for HQ, since HQ has no bound, states, and
changing to initial momentum k^ and final momentum kj. gives

*■*'€■ (1.11)
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It will be convenient to employ a suffix notation

^k^k a i' —f** UGe a generalised summation convention in
which a repeated suffix implies a three-dimensional integration.

Thus equation (1.11) may be written

T \l ,,
fa, fc ■ 6t. -V~ - (l«12y

Because of the reality of the potential we also have the complex

conjugate equation

-■* •' v^/<Ttfc.-1 - V'6f-fe< +
'ife

tr-'fc (1.13)

We also have the Low equation which is very easy to derive

formally from the Lippraann-vjchwinger equations (l#h)x-

e-H±ce <*•»>

giving an equation for the scattering amplitude

- 4-lW\-fa> -v \ V \^u>
tz(1.15)

which on changing the Initial momentum to and the final

momentum to k^t and inserting a complete set of states of H,
namely the scattering states k+ together with the bound states

B gives the equation for the scattering amplitude
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(1.16)
&.>_ -eVc tr (Ui>

which we shall henceforth call the Low equation. Here

TkB s TQ(k) is the matrix element of the potential taken
between a plane wave state and a bound states T^g * I •

B, aa well as labelling the bound state also denotes its energy,

and the summation convention infill es a s\im over all the bound

states.

We shall have occasion to employ the Born series for the

scattering amplitude. This series is simply obtained by

iteration of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (1.12). "e denote

by T *' (k^, ijy.) the n-th term in the iterated series (usually
known as the n-th Born term)j-

There are two explicit forms of the n-th Born term which prove

useful. The first is in the coordinate representation:-

T =■ \ VCo* VGimi £<>■« V l%:>

"l"' ^,%)- f AJ?b--v *

Jt,

VOfc) •*'
MTx ^^ —X v\

(1.18)
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In the momentum representation, with the potential of the

form given by (1.1) we have
^

"7---- *

4 CT-C-^v) C7"(mw)

Kfev-k>*- *CvC1*h.-,-feiV
(1.19)

It is readily seen that the first Born term is just the

Fourier transform of the potential, or, in other words that

T l%) («&;. Vf) = VCfef -k<)
2 2

In the energy conserving case (k. = kf ) it is imme¬
diately apparent that the n-th Born term is a function only of

2 2
the two scalar variables s = k^ = kf (the energy) and
t = (kj - kxO (the momentum transfer). We shall have occasion
to consider, however, also the non energy conserving terms

2 2
(with k^c" kf )} in this case the Born term is a function of

p ^ p
the three scalar variables s = k^ , s = kf~ (the two energies)

O

and t = (k^ - k-.) (the momentum transfer).
We now proceed to give a summary of the basic ideas involved

in deriving a double dispersion relation for a scattering

amplitude T(s,t).

Suppose we know that T(s,t) is an analytic function of s

(for fixed real t) apart from the branch cut 0 ^ s < oe> .

Then we may write down the relationship
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- rr. J *-*•
(1.20)C

which comes directly from Cauchy^ Theorem with C as the

contour shown in Fig. 1 and s a point inside that contour.

If T(s1 ,t) -e 0 as IsM —-9 oo and if we expand the contour

C so that the circular part recedes to infinity, then the

contribution to the integral from the circle will vanish, and

we shall be left with the contributions from the paths above

and below the branch cutj-

Figj, I,

(1.21)

(1.22)

since s' - s + ie and s1 - s - ie both tend unambiguously



to s' - 8 as e tends to zero when s is complex.

We now make use of the fact (which we shall justify later)

that T(s, t) is a real function of s, i.e. that

T(b *, t) - [T(s»t)]*
so that T( s* - is, t) » [,1(3* + ie, t)j (1.23)

and thus

lYsS-ie?, t-) — TCs'-tfe, t") — oU ^-TCs'i-v'e-, t)

and so from (1.22)

T(j,t> = ~ r

as'*)

S'-S
o (1.25)

where we define T(s,t) for real s as Lim T(s + ie,t) »
e->o

Hence, from (1.25) we obtain the result that if s is real we

shall have
<x>

„ 1f
I (%^ ^ AV*■ J Sl_s _{«. (1.26)

3o we see that whatever value s has we shall have the relationship

eo

,, I f 1 , t-)
(1.27)

and thus to further exhibit the analytic properties in t and so

obtain a double integral representation, it is only necessary to

determine the analytic properties of the integrand in (1.27),
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Im T(s*,t) (or, if one so desires, T(s',t) itself) as a function

of t, for fixed real positive s' *

If the integral round the infinite circle had not vanished,

i.e. if T( s, t) —f*> 0 as Isi —>> <x> , then a procedure of the

following type .must he a&optedj-

Suppose we take the relationship (l.ld)

T(s,fc) - J- fJ ss
c

and consider it also at the fixed point so:

TCs0 t) ^ ^rr \ - -
S'-50 (1-28)

C

ao that subtraction of these two relationships gives

s-s„ r Tcs'.t)
Ta»-T(s.,t) = —— - <#*' (1.29)

O (s'-s)C3«-s0)

so that in this case the integral round the infinite circle will
T( 6* t}

vanish if —»—••} —=> 0 as Is'I —^ oo and an analogous
©

dispersion relation to (1.27) may again be deduced.

This procedure may be generalised so that we may obtain

by performing n 'subtractions' a dispersion relation with n

arbitrary parameters for the case in which ^ o as
o'"
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s* —^oo •

In general if n subtractions are necessary, one of the

forms in which the analogous dispersion relation to (1.27) may

be written is
oo

—/ . f VTls't) A
I 1 <*V +7 S'-fW

-J 5">M (>'-S-i&)
b c-°

We shall have occasion to make use of the unitarity con¬

dition. In terms of the S-matrix this is usually in the form

But the 3 and T matrix elements are related by

■+" 1 "te-i ) \

The relationship (1.31) written in integral form is

which on using (1.32) becomes

-in ) i 4-Jm; T(fe

(1.31)

(1.32)

(1.33)

(1.3U)
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I.e. Vt(-<4f) Sl<c-ty L"T-T*(fef,fe.^

+ |+fTV'Cfet.%)TCfa,to;>dL3-te - Si^fci-fef)

i.e. Kt{.fei)-T*C^,fe<) =A«Jf(£-s)T*lfcf.&)7tt.fe) <*3i? (1.35)

where — S

i#e# °)vOt^(fe;) = "JJV(<T-s) T*T^.fe)T(fe %:)

- ^ Qb &-■&) 4 &(fc* ^)]r6fef,V> T (&^

i.e. (1.36)

with ^v ^ fe<x =.V- "S

which is the form of the unitarity condition we shall use.
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II* The Iteration roceciure

Using the generalised summation convention we have the

Lippraana-Schwinger and Low equations:-

jC+ ifc
(2,1)

T«m>< iVM>; + Vfe<*
—x

(2.2)

— — *
Ife.# I

—.*•
- V^^.. -V- + 1 -<g.,.a

fe.v_ev+j£ (2.3)

where B as well as labelling the bound state also represents

the magnitude of its energy.

Using equations (2.1) and (2.2) in the second term of

equation (2.3) gives us

* -to; & I—L- 1
C, — •*» -V-*€r

|Vfc(it4^2i
C-^-CCr

V~*-Vce

1 ;>■£
^ Vtg.u V%;-&

UC - -vfe) l^-<Vfe)CO- ~cv ife)
(2.U)

-V-

U?r- Ov.-fe) UVwT-^.er)COowe-)
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"*" — -V- '—^
k;v-^ **fc- (fi?-C-*-*'e)(jC-~s-<t) CV-^^C

4- v^ i*v ^ «2> -C ^ «~-C- vu.^.

Cfcr- C+*t) CO-w^fCe)C<-^vv-v>)

&;v- ^v-^:g tV-f^ ic-~-»*)

i^VVN V ^Csfej

(j\g'V— <»V<p (*V^— -CrVt-«."ft^ l1^* —* fe)

where some of the dummy suffices have been rearranged.

If we now use the Low equation in the second and third terms of

the above expression we obtain

i
mmmmm

l-%:<
_

^ V0<a.
fc'-Ot't C-fe;"- -ewe) (<^vC-Ofc)

*V ■

(_(2;V—-Vv-"fe) ^vO*-

(2-5)
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-V- ^ v\w%

(*>-<\&)C-C---ct)-*)

■*■ Y& <*„«
I 1 -f-

(^g.:v—»*v--» (^ ^ "Vt*fei)

U:v- * <&) (*.--■e^vc fc) o**VG )

v ^*4 V«S: U< ^ "^v
(te>-eW) (tv—v-."e) U\-6)

V^1

iitC-*?-+<:$) l^- -ev^-fc) (^--r_ot)

C-fe:"-- ^-~e) (vO-- «,vvfc^C^- -fc)

(2.6)
V, V
^4 4fav»

otHfc;*' &x, <^) \fi. *Vj, V i

fcv-€,V:fe • M

x ^v.tv-.a)V >*r„v6fc- n< CV.^)^,T:sT^V3S:

with
(2.7)

ot(*i\-eV) ^ 1
-e"-^"^Ce"—"

(fe r—^ (^ _ <,vct)
(2.8)
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£>K\-tV.ft) =• L
i-iaC-V + t €r) i-C- - *fer) C<%*>)

\

I *2.v-^ *■ *fc) (v^- O"-+ »t)C^v(29)

*'e) CC- vO^Cfe^ {jC- v'fe)

L*C- *c+ce)(y?- e) Cv^-wC"

\

(•te;V — V>«.V t 4t) "" v'®:)

Then we have

<* ur,<~) -
(vO-—• >tv-v C -1 _ vO" «f C f ^2c — "C "V-v fe

-ur

(*v- C-te:v-^^v&) c-ter—ev^-fe)

\

(2.10)

(•ur-vo-^vfe)W-ev+^)
(2.115
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using the fact that —% a l
x + ie

Hence the term arising from this part of the iteration procedure

is

*1

(iecv_^ Cfe)
(2.12

Next let us consider pfk^.2, tZ9 n2, B)

- 1 \ i - I
•v. —-£v-vCfe- L_C{et-v- »«.-£.) -v (b) (-fe^—(.-$.%-&)

£\<b>--£>■) v 6C-fecv-^v) _ &Citr-vS)

^'v- S) O"- £^er) (^ 6)

> -fe> u^-wv) v (vO_ -ex) -v

Cvv^—•e'v-*-v e-) Cv>x-v e>) (-b.-w- -t^-v ce) (.^Va)

-v- -tV— fe;v

C^;v-^ *- Cfc) -CVOfc) lvO*~ <s; (-C^S)

(2.13)
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Now, in equation (2,7) which gives an expression for the second term
2 2 2

on the right hand side of equation (2.3)» P(k^ » £ » n"» 6) goes
with the factor

the right hand side of equation (2,3) is

, But the third tens on

T _ -?*■* 1

-fe-.v*- s
which if we note that

764
Vfe< 7(j<-

eV6
(2.1U)

* We know that

so that (MoW) ^ - 6 \S>

i.e. Gv ^e.) \e^> ^

i.e,

and hence

167 ^ - I

Hb
V\67

Ta<^ - C^a i v \6>

=_ —ih\ v
1

Ko^
■V \<2>7

inserting a complete set of states

^wu> ^wv6>
O6

_
_

6VS
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can be written in the fona

* 6%; _ 1 V«i ^fc~
(2.15)

k;" +■ <* 6) 1-cV6)C^s)

Hence the total coefficient of ^ ^©nVnk^
iterated Low equation will be

&4-wv^-ev-'fecv v

Lb> *0^e) (&*_(vO-r&X4+6) UcT*G) UV4) (v>V ft)
(2«16}

which reduces to

\

U:v- -e^ • fc.*) 6) (.*"- vxVce)

and so the iteration procedure gives for this term

tfer--^'• tr) &) ~T-:fc) (2*17)
Let us now turn our attention to *-"> n~", *^)
Ve have, from (2,10)

r(fc,1 £\~. - > - -

1*2 ;V - O *-v ft) C-O - V fc) C -C~ - »" €r)

Ctej*"— vC 4-1 fe ] ^v\ — -c\ » fe) (wX- VW 6tei*'— »V- *-l"fc|(vv\ -"t -%-♦£)( vvC—»0"—fc fe)
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(-fc;v - -C^€r) (C-— -v-fc) C^;v—^^)C^-eV«fe)C^—Vct)

+ ±__ r—i_ _ _i_l
■— VV» (jC — VX —Vfc) K<VV C, -V * fc Wx — vx — * £

\ 1 1

Lvvx^— «Cv-*-x' €rj l^vvV_ Ov»fe) -{«.;V — C* -v- «."£ "fe;V— M'vi'fe

4-

(vO*-<>W t) (yO*- *"€:) -fc —" ■•* - fe -Cs.:^- c^.

Cv^~ C-t«.;v - «^t-^r) (-te> VWfc)

— AV-v »€r} C"^2;V—*fe) C-^IV — ^ -*-v€r)

(fe>. wxv^v£)-e\v;e) fc*-> x
V* •*»e •fe> _ev^*t

\

(^:v- -v- J t) C"te:v -v\x +»&) - OA-"t)
(2.18)



;o this tem in the iteration gives

^-4 ^ ^ Vi\ jj ,

-e^vfc) U2*--L '

(2.19)

and thus we arrive at the final result

—

1
«?.••£ te^uf 1 eejc ^

v fc* fe,V 2, ^ _ -eN-v-fe.

4- V^< v«~ v..e~
-v

U*.;s-*^+!€=) ^^vvV.'e) GV—<tV'fe) W"—v+-fc)0k>-—V«te)

<■ 1 fo«v Vj\faj

C<2;v~ -O^fe) Ote«V $)
(2.20)

Now if we note that the first and second terms on the right hand

side of equation (2.20) are just respectively TU*()
T(^ (%.£, "&-0 then we obtain formally

"T """*
■&#■€. * ■&»"*■ /-a /• »^ -

- T ^f4c) -v- T
S^v(_"tV» €r

I >A ijw Vvv-fe.

(,-fcz;>'•*€=^ (-fe;v—+*"fe)

(2.21)
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where now summations lilce Tv , Tv . include the bound stateJafm
teras T^B .

Carrying out this iteration procedure n times we obtain

= 2_ T(S,(li.'.<N) +
■fey- »- C -S(2,22)

where
-r H T T* TtH

k C4fct^* ir :m (2.23)

^>_-C\ce) l-tef- ^.'e)

remembering that integration over m includes summation over the

bound states.

If we now go back to equation (2,3) we see that what we

have arrived at is that

~

•%.£> - 2_ +- £ X"^Vb;, b ")
S-1 (2.2b)

Thus an investigation of the analytic properties of the Born

terms, together with the analytic properties of the remainder

term , k^) will give us the analytic properties of
the whole scattering amplitude. In addition if we can obtain

information on the appropriate asymptotic behaviour, then this

will give us the information necessary for the writing down of

a double spectral representation.
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III Analytic Drooertle3 of the Bora Terms

These properties have already been obtained, by Bowcoek
( 5)

and Waleckaw' in the case of analytic behaviour in the energy

plane, and Bowcock and Martin'^ for the behaviour in the

momentum transfer plane. However, we redetermine these

analytic properties here by powerful new methods evolved for

the purpose of locating the singularities associated with

particular Feynman diagrams in perturbation theory. These

methods were first introduced by Landau^"^ and were developed
( ^

by Polkinghorne and Screatonv ' j their application to
(11)

potential theory was indicated by Fonda, Radicati and Regge;

The method to be adopted may be illustrated by the

example of the location of the singularities of a double

integral. For the case of multiple integrals an obvious

extension may be made.

The function j6( S ) defined by

S>(S) =
6 I (3.1)

may have singularities at the points o given by either

(1)

or

(ii) F (* £.. S") = ^ Pdp«.S")
dot

or

(in) Ifk.^.-S")
or 1



(IV) P^.S-0- 1 eW> = °3>2)
where a and 8 are end-points of the paths A and B in the

o o

complex a end. £ planes respectively. These four cases arise for

the following reanonsj-

Ae a and 0 trace out the paths A and B in the respective

planes, the integral (3«l) remains well defined unless F(a,(3,^)
should happen to be zero. Even if F(a,3,5 ) should be zero, this

difficulty may be avoided by deforming the paths A and B away from

these zeros, provided that none of the contingencies (i) - (iv)

arise. These correspond to the following happenings which cannot

be avoided by deformation of the a and 0 pathss-

(i) F(a»3»^) is zero for some £ with a = aQ and 0 = 0Q,
i.e. at the end-point of the paths A and B, which end-points of

course cannot be deformed. This is called an end-point singularity

in a and p.

(ii) F(a,0,£) is zero for some C with p at an end-point of

the B path, and a coincident singularity in a, which coincidence has

approached the path in the a-plane from opposite sides of the path,

thus prohibiting any further deformation in the a-plane. This tyre

of singularity is called an end-point singularity in 0 and a pinch

singularity in a,

(iii) An end-point singularity in a together with a pinch

singularity in p.

(iv) Pinch singularities in both a and 0,

We now apply the generalisation of the above results to the

n-th Born term. This is given by
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U3* <?(/>* -cr-tp^
<B-*>0 0 ^

* ]_
JS -V (jij^ -te{} *€r -V (/k,-<?0 -tiV-'Ca^-, f •*"*" ~^i<y

(3.3)

with -<e>- V~_S

By raean3 of the well known Feynman techniques this integral tnay he

written in the form
i <°

T =- __ di\^Us—<V °~</>) —<7-tM >
r

S. * ^9»>-i — ') ,

(j.u)

(the suffix i on X runs from 1 to 2n-l, the Buffix j on k

from 0 to n where k^ » k;f and kn « £ » and the suffix C on y.
from 1 to n), where F(X^f k^, y.^) is given by

oi«v-N

T-l (3.5)

* First introduced by Feynaan in reference 15. A summary of the
results may be found in reference 16.
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with ~

<3^ ^ (3.6)

It is now possible to perforin the three-dimensional

integrations over the variables This will give

r 00 -

T"%y> = <*-h—""'N— °~(M
o f

$ — -v^xv—» 0 p
y. 1

£Fv U:.s.tVp
(3.7)

with S-=V^fe:x-V

tr — C"te; -

where we have not explicitly written the form of the function

p(k^) since it contains neither s nor t and so at first
sight would not appear to affect the location of singularities.

However it has been shown in general perturbation theory that

p(X^) may give rise to a new type of singularity — the
so-called non-Landau or second type singularities. The dis¬

cussion of these will not concern us here. The function F,

may be obtained from the function F merely by eliminating the

variables of integration Ju* &&«.! of the equations

if . \
-O ^ - \ w-i)J (3.8)
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(17)
This fact was particularly noted by Mathews* '• Then using

the results of (3.2) it is possible to show that the singularities
(11)/

of Tv ;(a»t) occur for those values of s and t such that

either ~ 0

d? (3.9)
or » 0 , 1=1,..,.. (2n-l)

Prom equation (3.8) it follows that

""

SK J 54 ^ "5*

*

d»;

-Qi
(3.10)

using equation (3.5).

Hence, concisely, the singularities may occur for those values

of s and t such that

=- O
C (3.11)

together with fee relationship

r~ ^<0^ — O
^ <--v (3.12)
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te.
~ O

or Q<- =-o (3.13)

where
(Silr =■ s-<v

C%r*» %✓*} +
V

Ai

(3.1U)

together with

^OW ~fej) (3.15)

we may use these conditions to eliminate the V s and the k* s

and so obtain a relationship between s and t. This relation¬

ship, plotted as a curve in the real a, t plane is known as a

Landau curve.

To obtain our desired results it is necessary to utilise

a powerful general theorem from the perturbation theoretic

approach to analytic properties. For our purpose the theorem

may be stated as followst

Suppose we know some region of the real s, t plane in

which all the denominators appearing in the expression

(3.3) for T^n^(s,t) are non-zero. (This region is known as

the Symanzik region). Then we may continue s and t out of this

region without encountering any singularity of T^n^(s,t) until
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we case to a Landau curve with corresponding Feynman parameters

lying between 0 and 1, and moreover, this Landau curve must

necessarily be singular.

Thus our first task is to determine the Symanzik region,
and our second is to determine the nearest Landau curves to

this region, with Feynman parameters between 0 and 1.
To determine the Symanzik region vie look for those values

of s and t which will certainly make all denominators in equation
2

(3•3) non-zero. First of all the pronator terms s - kr + ie
will all certainly be non-zero in the limit only if s £» 0. So

the Symanzik region must certainly lie in the half-plane s ^ 0,
2 2

The intermediate potential terms (kr - do no^
depend on t or s, and are all certainly non-zero. So we are

left with the first and last potential terms;

- %,) -v

and iYy (3.16)

which we shall rewrite for this purpose as

(&/-£')V

and (3.17)

x We utilise jx instead of jx^ and p,n in these equations,
since p. is the minimum value of both and |xn, and it
is on this minimum value that the region is found to depend.
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So we require to look for the region of the s t plane with

s < 0 for which the expressions (3*17) do not vanish. Let us

find the region in which they do vanishj to this end we choose

the special representation

ifc.o)

- C^T, -i&. o)
(3.IS)

*2 - . fej,

%■" - Cte,". •*»*,
(3.19)

so that the regions of vanishing are just

Ote.,'- + (*» — — <0 (3.20)

Ofe,"- \| ("te4! -+ I <(tOh V" ~ ° (3.21)

We now note that the regions (3.20) and (3.21) are identical.

This arises due to the fact that k^t kj,, k^, k£, kg" » and k^"
all take on values between — oo and co , so that in (3.21)

* n

we may replace kg by -kg » which will then make it identical
with (3.20).
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We remember that we are considering s < 0, so that *<ve may

write e a -lsl« Let us first consider the case where t > 0 so

that t a lt\. Then (3#20) reduces to

(**i - A^ «y*v =-0 (3.22)

The left-hand side here will always have an Imaginary part,

and so be non-zero, unless kl = 0, In this eventuality we will

have

— (***-v- C-tevsfl^T^ +■ faf —

l&\ fi-Vt\ ^©v
•nr (3.23)

2 2
where £ can take on all positive values greater than p. • Thus

the 3ymanzik region for s < 0, t > 0 will be bounced by the line

— Ly- Cs -v ^

shown in Pig» 2.

and will in fact lie below this line, as

i'iK. 2.



Let us now examine the case where a i 0 and t £- o 9 so that

8 = - \B\ and t * - \t\ Then equation (3.20) reduces to

tv - sfr^y v (v _^ jr«y < 3-2j)
If first of all we consider ^ |t\ - ls| "> 0 then this equation
will always have an imaginary part unless ki « 0 in which case

- jk\t\ + k\2 + jx2 = 0

i.e. IVrV- HrUft'i+f) (3.2U)
so that for the denominator to be zero we must have

I tV yr Hy~v

i.e. (3*25)

so that we know the region shown in Pig, 3 will be added to the

Syraanzik region, \c

If now \tl -\s) < 0 equation (3.23) must be written in the form

ty - c \A*l-kltel)V vW ~ £* >fi«T yv - D (3.26)
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i.e. 1t'v-Ut *-k'xfwl=-0 (3.27)

The left hand side will always have an imaginary Part and so

be non-zero, unless

V s ,

f~ -~. , =" * (3.28)

in which case (3,27) reduces to

1M f (m*v-vh) ^v\t\ (3.29)

i .e •
/*
*, D-' >
. T-

\

i.a. VM >*0"

so that we have the addition to the Symanzik region of the
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and thus the whole Symanzik region is of the form shown in Fir.

We now look for the Landau curves nearest this region

with Feyrrran parameters between 0 and 1, I.e. we look for

solutions of the aquations (3«13)» (3*14) and (3*1?) with
0 \r < 1.

We consider several casesj-

(i) all X's non-zero

If in this case we take equation (3»15) and take its

scalar product with k, , then we shall obtain

Fjyu_2.

-tf) -*£) (3.30)

i.e. S = (•&*%. f£» ~5)
using equations (3*13) and (3.14).



i.e. N (3.31)

since X24 / 0 .

i.e. s> 0 (3.32)

because of the condition we have imposed on the X's.

"</e shall show that there is a Landau curve (viz. s = 0)

nearer the Symanzik region than any curve satisfying this

condition, and so all types of curves arising frcm all X!s

non-zero may be discarded from the argument•

(II) Some Xg^ts are zero, but all ^2~+l's Bre non-zero.

Provided all the Xgj are not zero, equation (3.31) will
hold for those X21 which are not zero avid hence we may still
deduce that the Landau curves lie in the region s 0. If,

however, all the X2i's are zero we cannot make the deduction
that s is positive. In this case, then, we have

(3.33)

(all j)

i •©•
— S-v ^i.i-M (3.34)

Hence we may deduce that and are parallel,

and, since and are both positive, that they also
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polnt in the same direction. Thus we can say that, since

—

~ ^o\ + T- (3.35)

that I —e>*A - ' Q)ov 1 * l^fv\l^t^\t I

— V ^ -v-C *. •^ f -V' K- (3.36)

by virtu® of th® fact that Qgy+i - 0 sine® all ^2r+^ &r® non
zero.

Thus we have

t *- ^

■=_ __ f. . . (3.37)
J-** v

which has as its r*axtmun value

t - ~"7~~ (3.38)

and thus this line is a landau curve, and so we iray certainly

not extend th® Syrsanzik region below this line.

(iii) Sorre of the are Z9ro

First of all suppose is z®ro» but ^2j«KL ancJ ^?j+2
ar® non-zero. Then we shall have

^^ ^ (3.3^)



together with (3,40)

and (3.41)

(3.39) gives
-jvv ~

(3.42)

and thus from (3.41)

(3.43)

which since the \'s are positive can only be satisfied for

s = 0. But if s = 0, then we shall have

and then it is impossible to satisfy (3.40). Thus we are led

to no singularities.

In a similar manner it may be shown that there are no

solutions of the Landau equations unless all the Xgi-l are
zero. Then we are left with the equations

for some J, which obviously have the consistent solution

s=0. Thus s = 0 is a Landau curve, corresponding to real

positive Feynnan parameters lying between 0 and 1.

— "fca« -U. — /•>4 - -o-vv ^ (3.44)

(3.49)
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2 2
Thus the lines s = 0 and t = -n~> are the nearest Landau

curves (with Feyranan parameters in the appropriate range) to

the Symanzik region found above, and so this region may be

extended to the whole horizontally shaded region shown in

Fig. 6. it

t ^f

nSauix

We shall now determine the form of the Landau curves when

the Feynman Parameters are allowed to take on any real or

complex values consistent with the Landau equations. We again

consider separately the different combinations of vanishing

X's. But first we note a general theorem which says that any

singularities found for some of the X's zero will actually

occur in the Born term under consideration. This is a special

case of a general theorem in perturbation theory which states

that singularities appearing in a contracted graph on the

physical sheet will also appear on the physical sheet of the

uncontracted graph.
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(i) All \± t 0

We shall first of all carry through the work with all n*

equal (the so-called equal mass case) and then indicate the

differences which arise when the are all different (the un¬

equal mass case).

Since all the are non-zero we shall have

- o

(3.46)
c - V

so that
^ o

=.0

6r»l , -t?0 =- tef,<3,47)
The first of the equations (3.47) may he written in the form

— <5 (3.48)

which on using the second of the equations (3.47) becomes

(3.49)

(where is the angle between k^ and k^) which may be
written in the form

as

~~ \ + f say (3.50)

The circuit relationship (3.15) still holds.



>H<*i >xi„ - (3.51)

so that all the vectors k,r are coplanar, and hence we may
write

" ©Ol ■*" ©.V +©ASV * ©^.,_

- rv©„( (3.52)

because of equation (3*50).

It is important to note that we do not have the ambiguity

of minus signs in equation (3«52), even though equation (3»50)
allows both the solutions © . and - © . . This is

A | A **x r 9 A

because if we had the successive solutions ©„ „ , and
Ty r-i

- ©r we should then have = &r+l and "tlius
circuit relation would become

* &»>< v ) fe ( 3. 53)

2
so that, since kr = s for all r, we must have

v»

v 2.>1< +" - O (3.54)

so that X2r a 0 (which is inadmissible since we have pre¬
supposed all X's to be non-zero)

or else

*• aC>T.,_, ^ O (3.55)
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in which case we should have

(3.56)

or in other words \£r = 0 (inadmissible) or else
®r+l r = % *n whic*1 particular case **®r+x» r is exactly
the same as r* Thus unless ©r+^ y = k. we are forced
to the conclusion that we must measure all in the

ih-i , r
same direction.

Thus we now have

— Cc^rv.*.

(3.57)

whs re Cev x — Cm ©o\

- I *■£
as

l + IT (3.58)

Hence we now wish to evaluate cos nx in terms of

cosx and we shall then have the eouatioh of the required

Landau curve. This evaluation is carried out as followsS-

C©& »- — Qe, Cc&~> v- -v- C f>^r* )
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(c**">0

2_ ^ (A—"" (_€-**»* ^
K—V-

- 2_ v."" (.1-«•»*) CH-«*"»*} ^
V -Co«w

^X. / ~ \ */>. / , <v »«■ -V
* 2_ Xr^H'T U**>*C^

fjujev.

uslngr (3.58)

2. X c' C-X (2. 3"y'~)Cl K" C X)
y jU)-fcw <v>. tVvfr - J . 4. fl /

• — o- -cSw-y

*v
fV rs—V

2- X 2 Wc.rf^
v^ev.'J-o rVN"=-o «--o

X ^1S
i- o

(3.6o)

i.e. we have obtained

0,4 ' (3.61)
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It is of interest to evaluate aQ and a-^.
From (3.59) we see that a may only be obtained by

taking r = 0, m = 0 and -C = 0, so that

«<> =• °C0 "Co "Co x°
(3.62)

-1

a^, however may be obtained in two ways. We can have either
r = 0, m =0 and -£<=1, or else r = 2, m = 1 and -C - 0,

Thus

a, - "<Vc0 ~c, y "Cj.'c, R-"c. J."

=. >v ■*-

•v
— rv.

(3.63)

Concerning the other coefficients, all we do is to note that

they are positive. This, however, gives us quite a lot of
information concerning the character of the Landau curve. For

(3.6l), (3.62) and (3.63) give (remembering that y •^^5 )

t- ^ ^ _ _ -
* ^ (3.64)

with all bj[> 0

This is easily seen to b® a curve with asymptotes s = 0 and
2 2

t = -n |i , For s > 0 it has positive gradient and thus the

part of the curve with s > 0 is of the form shown in Fig. 7.
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nsju2.

The part of the curve for s < 0 is much more complicated

(and its complexity increases with Increasing n)j for example
for the second Born term the entire Landau curve is just the

rectangular hyperbola

-- -f (3.65)

but the form becomes much more complicated for higher Born

terms, as may be seen from equation (3*64).
The form of the curve for the first 3orn term is specially

important, and does not conform to the above patternJ it is
9

just the straight line t = -p •

So much for the equal mass case. What now of the unequal

mass cas8? Then we shall have instead of equation (3*50)

- \*-£
(3.66)
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The coplanar condition for the vectors kr still holds,
taut we can no longer assert that all angles ©r must be
of the same sign so that we can now only say that we must have

rx (3.67)

We shall show by an induction procedure that these all Head to

curves of the same type as before, with asymptotes s = 0 and
. t + + + 4- + x2t =-(M--|_ - ~ " ^4 " ••••• - M-n)

The curve we are interested in is

t"®- Cv ~ (3.68 )

Let us consider the curve

(3#69)

What we shall do is to show that if the curve t . has the
0

desired behaviour, then so has tQ .

Now

~="" -tcJ>

~~ (c® i-H -V- (bvw (3*70 )

= &OK ± ©,V ± ©Xi ^ —



- ^ [v- u - o *h£)x-J{v-[[ -_(,+ spfl
=■ i5>\\-\- fcir + ^ cv+> *J-'.2^(j-^Yxhs*VIL «2& V «^s ' v 3.S..2.S ps.y £K^J

- ~/^« + Vei ^ J-/> ^ (l- )(*►)
(3.71)

This obviously has the asymptote s = 0, for as s—-* 0

t0 yi^00 • ftlso as 3 -^°°» if we ass^®1® that to,'^> ~ Vv,±/K't-— 4A')A
then we shall have

-

/* $Z% -tfy±f*x\ \f^£ </*A" ±/^^X.X
~ -fa* ~ <3^ i^;)

—

(3>72)

so that we get the asymptotes

to.i-v, - ~ t V**"^ (3*73>

But this condition may be proved directly for tQ2 and thus
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the Induction procedure will lead to the required behaviour for

^on (which is just t). We note that we cannot readily deduce

the fact that the curve is for s > 0 of positive gradient and

so st&ys below its asymptote, but this will turn out to be

unimportant.

We thus see from this part of the analysis that in the

n-th Born term we have the possibility of singularities

associated with the above described Landau curves. The

character of these singularities we shall discuss presently.

(ii) Xgji « 0 for some 1, but all ^ 0

we now discuss this case, corresponding in perturbation

theory variance to the singularities arising from a contracted

graph (which by the general theorem mentioned above will also

be singularities of the uncontracted graph). If we so wish

we may represent the n-th Born term by means of the graph in

Fig. 8, in which vertical lines represent interactions with
the potential, and internal horizontal lines represent

%

Fig. 8.
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propagators. Than the case in which some of the s are

chosen zero represents the case in which some of the

propagator lines are contracted.

We first of all show that the asymptotes

t s= - - V-2 " ••••• • of the unequal mass landau
curves, are in fact landau curves themselves, corresponding
to all propagator lines being contracted. For in this case

we shall have the circuit relation reducing to

&
0-,,v ~ (3.7^ )

so that and are linearly dependent and

thus either parallel or antiparallel for all r. Thus we may

write

1 | &o\ l± lA»v\d" v d (3*75 )

But since \v (3.7 6 )
r~\, r — r*

for all r, since all of the X2r_^ are non-zero we will
have

I I - (3.7 7)

and thus

- U^i^vljAvt 1 (3.78)

so that

t" — ^

~

~ d- J*— ^
(3.79)
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and thus this is a Landau curve.

We now show that the integral corresponding to the con¬

tracted graph may be written in the form of an uncontracted

Born term or graph, of order n - 1. It will be found that one

of the potentials in this new Born term will have been altered

from those appearing previously. Suppose that X , <• =0 so

that the propagator ! is missing from the
S—+ » 6

Born term, and we are left with the terms involving !-

I
r(vW

Co&h - * 3.®°)

Now, it is well known that

V \ f\ —i»vv
■c

VVxV -V-
(3.81)

so that (3.80) may be written in the form
.oo

r

_»• 1"^:- 1*0- £' ~*aV«
a. •& jl &

v r' (3.82)
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\ 0~ (»0 T" (tvO) ^Lw- £ <& "C
l^J o

JL

► fe,. ^ «irt . * — (vw<" •*. **'<*')
V r -V 'f ^ _c fe,.. (_£

fr'

r f r3 3 .
- £&■ c "C ^ 6^ Gf *-£"')

h

(on using the integral representation of the

-function)

oo

- I-(«-V
AJ J ~ .>
r (3.83>

Row, if we consider the factor in (3*83)

oo

^.(kW) y~
S~v

f* 0»8iP

and change variables to X and X* defined by

^"S *wx

(3*85)
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we find that tha above expression (3*84) is equal to

V (3.86)

with 0(h) «•<*-*»*>' (3.87)
1

f~

We now note that
Ob

.ao

-n»vif ♦» ^A> = [If'
3^* A" (3*88)

as may easily be verified on integration by parts.

Hence we have
oo

r*°° (uw-V**»' ^<" /—•

O Cv O

—*\<r

•C

(3*89)
with ^rw

(>)<*>

ar (3.90)

and p(X) given by equation (3*S7>•
If we now put this expression given by equation (3*89)

back into equation (3*83) we find that we finally obtain
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^(-^-:_v ~-^i) *-vv%v 1 vwvJ
h

-i
c*a

o-^)

a_ L-^C-i-teul) vvn"r (3-91)

This means that the singularities corresponding to the omission of

a propagator from the n-th Born term, can he discussed in terms of

singularities of the (n-l)th; provided one of the potential terms

is altered, hoth in respect of its range (the lower limit of the

integral being changed from jj. to 2n) and its weight function (being
altered in accordance with equations (3.87) and (3.90).

This procedure may now be repeated. In order, however to

pass from one of these modified potential Born terms with a

propagator missing to a Born term of one order lower, it is

necessary to have a slight generalisation of equation (3.91).
This is:-

i
\ <r, lwO<ivw\ S a.v-1 I^
* r J L(»-vT+<
\f~ «Vn/- ~ J

CO

• J <3* '(l—
4. **0

(3.92)
rv>

With ^
(wv,-V»v-i)^

(3.93)

and

00

£> (>) r^cT", (.>') (>-?>') (3.9U)
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This generalisation presents absolutely no difficulties, the

steps involved being exactly the same as those in passing

from equation (3«S0) to equation (3»9l).
Thus we have finally arrived at the result that the

singularities of the n-th Born tern corresponding to the

Peynman parameters multiplying the propagators being zero

can all be expressed in terras of the singularities of lower

order Born terms, with all Feynman parameters non-vanishing

(and thus in terms of the Landau curves discussed above)

providing the potential is suitably altered.
*

e roust now consider the effect of this alteration in

potential on the analysis above for non-zero Feynman parameters.

Although the weight function and lower limits are altered in

performing the contraction of one propagator, the actual sum

of all the lower limits is left unaltered so that all the

singular curves for the lower orders are bounded by the same

asymptotes as in the case of the uncontracted graph. Indeed,

the Landau curve corresponding to all propagators contracted

will just be the straight line t = -(m^ +....+ M-n) , as
is obvious from the fact that the above analysis leads us to

a first Born term with modified potential.

' 1 J 4^— — O 4*ny* cAinfl 1

* The fact that we only obtain t = -(^ +...+ jj, )2 frora
from this analysis and not t = -(^ i n2 - .... - nn)2
would seem to indicate that the Landau curves with the
a8yraptotes t = t £ # £ Hn)2 &rQ nQt yalld soiutions
of the Landau equations, and that some argument could be
devised to eliminate them from consideration.
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<kZ.r-s
we roust have

» i <*:»,

Inserting this into the relationship

(3.98)

gives us either a contradiction, or else
■V

S--tfr (3.99)
4*

It is not difficult to show that no more Landau curves arise

unless all the ^gi-l are zero in which case we have

-o

0 (3.100)

with the solution s = 0,

e are now in a position to discuss the singularities

corresponding to the Landau curves that we have found. First

of all we note that by the general theorem quoted on page 34
2 o

that the curves s = 0 and t = - n~n ( the minimum value
p

of t » -(m^ + j-i-2 + ••• + ^5 5 being the Landau curves nearest
the syrnanzlk region with Feynman parameters in the range

0 < X. < 1 are in fact singular curves. They correspond
9 2

to the cuts 0 4. e < and -n > } t > - <*=> , and have

(3.96)

(3.97)
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obviously no complex shoots.

We next examine the curves arising from all V a non-zero,

and we consider first that curve with asymptotes s = 0 and

t=-(|a^ + + ••• + M-n) (which, indeed, is the only curve
for the equal mass case. Its form we know to "be of the type

For s > 0 we know the curve to lie in the region of the

crossed cuts ( s>0, t < - (p.** |Ag + •♦. + Hn) ) and to have
positive gradient. For s < 0, the behaviour is less well known,

but it will have the same asymptotes, is continuous and is one-

valued in t for any given s. Hence by continuity, since it

certainly enters the extended Symanzik region and does not
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enter the cross cut region we may say that this branch of the

curve is entirely non-singular, and thus the complex surface

connecting the two branches of the curve is also non-singular.

However, the search-line technique, as propounded by Tarski,

enables us to leave the left-hand branch, travel over the

complex surface and arrive on the right hand branch, which

since it has positive gradient, we are able to assert must

be non-singular in the appropriate sense (i.e. approaching

the cuts either both from above or both from below). If we

now look at the curves with asymptotes t = -***- ^n)
all that we know concerning these is that they are of the form

shown in Pig. 10.

V

(

\{

/ /v <—U.

A

b -
%

/ V

Fig. 10.

The difference now is that the right hand branch does not

lie entirely in the cross cut region, and is not known to have
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positive gradient. However on both branches, since we have no

effective intersection with a lower order singular curve the

nature will be the same all along the curve. The left hand

branch is entirely non-singular and so by continuity through

infinity so must the right hand branch. (Note that this

argument is possible in this case since the asymptote

t = - M-2 ~ ••• ~ with which there is an intersection
at infinity is a non-singular lower order curve, whereas in the

previous case the asymptote t » • (|A, + Hg + ,M + jj. ) was a
singular lower order curve).

The Landau curves arising from propagator contractions

are now treated in an exactly similar manner, and obviously

lead to no new singularities.
u.2

We are thus only left with the straight line s » - Ej-
which, since it enters the extended Syraanzik region will

certainly be non-singular.

We have thus come to the conclusion that T^n^(o,t) is
an analytic function of the two complex variables s and t

2 2
apart from the cuts a >y 0, t,< -n p, .

Practically nothing in this section is altered if we

consider instead of the energy conserving Born terms the non-

energy conserving ones, i.e. ]£f) with £ k| .

Then we have

T tU> CASr.*. »■ V ( fc\ / 3 101)
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with

s-s
tr - L-^l: -

and the methods of this section

T^n^(s,t,s) is, for fixed s, an

carrgslex variables s and t apart

t $ -r£^2#

(3.102)

lead us to the result that

analytic function of the

from the cuts s >, 0 and

IV, Asymptotic Behaviour of the Born Terms

Before we can obtain an integral representation for

7'-' (s,t) [or T(,,>( a, t "s)J as a consequence of
the analytic properties derived in the present section, it

is necessary to know the behaviour of T^^Cs, t) as ls\--:»0c>

and jtl —°® in any direction in the con^plex plane,

(i) 3ehaviour as Is\00

For the determination of this asymptotic behaviour, it is

convenient to use the coordinate integral representation for

the n-th Born term, as given by equation (1,16):
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TH C«.V) - A <*?», *

VU) 6.*Ua)VM V(x.-0<Wt.~.*) VCV)x'-: S
(U.1)

with
i C VZ-lli-5g\

£»otoOi,l) - -
k- V*-$\

(U.2)

and the Yukawa potential

VU) - ~ jzT^ (U.3)

Then we have

\C,o-te - - i:
Hk Vii-ay

h; (U.U)

where k * a ♦ ib# (4.5)

It will always he possible to consider b aB positive,

since by the transformation b = k , the upper (or lower) half

k plane is mapped on to the whole s plane, go we may consider

our s plane as being that obtained by the mapping of the upper

half k plane. This is essentially the definition of the
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phyeical sheet.

From (U.l) it is immediately obvious that

\7w(s,t)\ i - * (It. 6)

* WM \6«Cw.*>lMfll \

so that we are interested in the properties of integrals of

the type

dl<:
0 U.7)

corresponding to performing one of the x, integrations.

But

ta>«.Cx,-nl W(vH \G0V2 £!

i
- Vj — U.V -Vo\v,-'j\•e -e ~ *

. <£V

V p ^ v»4 ~.v\Cm-'k) ) <"U-fut-i\

(using the facts that |£t + jqj > |J5 * <2,| and b > 0 )

. v*^ \ *£
(M^) „J >TUv-r(W> ^J\ ~~ (U.3)
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Now consider the denominator appearing in this integral

[

vr-21

Ve know that

so that

t

lx-:C\ -v- V£-^\

\

ih.9)

\^--CWi2~^\ Cbi-£\V£ \ _L + _»_1£-*0 L i*:-2CV \t-3lj

V V V
~ V

l*-lv 1 v>2s-i:v vr-^v (U.io)

again using the triangle inequality.

Hence we have from (h,8) and (U•10) that

Ch ,!C) | \vtv-)\\ C£.*>U*r

z jl i - r r_L_
tu-Tv^ VU-^V J

d. t.
<

f-1-
O W-f \ <

\ 4,

kV

ob

r ^
— b

Z • 1
lLf^)V bi-iy J

o

that

(using the result proved in Appendix 2 of reference 5
\ 00

(U.ll) )
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^ (U,12)

Thus we have proved that

r (^.13)

Thus if we perform all the integrations in (i|,l) we shall

arrive at the result that

|"l-'(s.fciU (p)y\A U'"vlHv(-j)l|(;0^ua)\wu)iU;%;--l
(h.lh)

for n >, 2

(If the potential, instead of being a pure Yukawa potential

had been a superposition of Yukawa potentials,
oo

VM - £ >je7*w"
(M**) <^.Wx

<

2 n~2
then instead of the factor (-*) equation (U.lh), we

should have the factor P(m-) n"2 where

to

p !!±2\^ (U.15)
r

It is of interest to note that if the integral in (h.14)
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exists, the Born series will be absolutely convergent if

P(jj.) < 1, and hence analytic properties proved for individual

terras of the series will also be true for their sura, the total
(19}

amplitude. However, it has been shown by Bargmamr J* that

under this condition there will be no bound states, and so

this case is by no means sufficient to cover what we require

for the total scattering amplitude.

However, to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of any

particular Born terra we see that what we require to do is to

investigate the behaviour of the integral.

I = (a

-Jam -u>» _\o

"3 ; ~~T U \ (U.(U.16)

It is convenient to change the variables by means of the

transformation

* ^ * tA*>c)

* - i Uk- £) (U.17)

* * a
: tx

so that we obtain

IMr ~ ,

(the factor of ^ coming from the Jacobian of the transformation
(h.17)).
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" 52.7.^ J." v(>^£\vl«-rt)l£-»-2:\\<*-2;\

- 3^1 uWV \\;\<|^
\g.v*2t va-v;i (i+.is)

(using the fact that

«*< (U.19)

which is a simple extension of the triangle rule.)

J f, ^ -%> 2lZL^$ . <2.. — \ e* /\ »« _ 1 •» »— -V ■' •fg*/ * . ^
V^-v-jr V I'2 ^'1 •r<'

Let us now make the usual representation for the vectors

^ and kf:

=. fe(\, O, €>)

^ ~izLa»Q, (y^Q, O)

(u-21)

in terms of the square root of the energy k, and the scattering

angle fc, or as we prefer to deal with, the momentum transfer t.
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Then we shall have

.Jv-i" 0)v 3*2 Ni K<x~' us
(U.22)

We also have, using spherical polare for the g and r

integration variables,

^ S-" V" c*. C<T> <0N~- ci /Hvn ^ ^

{( ■=. ft. (e#5ci\ 0v^c^C0>|i,/ (VvNCi1
(U.23)

Then we shall have

7 a -L f V Via-KJ ~

— %-x. \ -V- jj

(U.2h)

~W -£
C -A JL "

V

6 + ^orca,*. y

,-v< -<%« -v
- -I, JZ.

^ \£*£\\^~"C\ *25)



and we are interested in what happens to this integral when

b —=">00 (i.e. \k\ —=900 in the upper half k plane).

t is considered Physical, i.e. real and positive. .

t /t2
Let us consider first of all Ira -gg and Im Jt - —*

under1 these conditions.

^ * 1 ata-vtf) v

—=? 0 as b —=> 00

so that we can take

Now consider Im IT
Uk2

and k ■ Rei0>

so that tc- ~ !£" co 2©

then as R —»> 00 we shall have

Uk

* (U.26)

with e arbitrarily small.

t2
If we put t m —* =s z » x + iy (U.27)

Uk

y"
^ ^ ^<9 (U. 28)
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y —9 o

and x —^ t (U.29)

But we are interested in {z = \ + 1 , say» which

relationship means that and are connected with x and

y by

r-v = *

at«i --1-
U.30)

But since y 0 as R —» oo , this means that as

R —=>oo either "f —» 0 or ^ —"? 0. But since x —t

( re 1 and positive) the first of equations (h.30) tells us that

it must he that tends to zero (and that ^ tends to Vt )
as S approaches infinity. Hence for large b (and thus large R)
we may take I'M < e where e is arbitrarily small: thus we

have

IWt-r I U.31)

Hence equation (^.25) reduces to (if b is large enough)

€t<U*) _W -£<■
A ^ a »

(U-32)

,e now make use of the fact that
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i— i f —s— v _s_]
-vv:i(A-f! A--<2 ( +- \Q~£\ \0,--clJ

& 1 f -L_ . _L_~la«. L i&*£t ie-£ij (>+.33)

so that

€V \o<^Oi^ __w ^ u .^ ~ 5a- ^ - r * ** -*• a ^

* \<A3£ f —-— v —~ \ -

{b.3i)

(on again using equation (U.ll))
co ~K

-v . i - -1) «r to<ea»^
.- iv at o v

\

| dt ^ ^A"*"" ^ y- XL
D 0

1
<» Hlt-fc) [^ ~A^_J

(U.35)

which expression tends to zero as b tends to infinity, and thu3

we know that

lT(K,'4,fe)| as hl-3-=" (U.36)

(v t-toje, 7 o)
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(li) Behaviour as \t\ —^>00

He now wish to consider what happens when \t(—?oo ,

and s Is kept real and constant, rince the momentum transfer

t and the scattering angle © are related "by t a 2s(l - cos ©)

an exactly equivalent problem is to find out what happens when

I cos ©I—boo with s kept fixed.

For this case we consider the momentvim integral representa¬

tion for the n-th Born term given by equation (1,17) with a

pure Yukawa potentialj-

Ttvv) *

< \ ( 1 ) (n.37)

together with the specific choice of coordinate system characterized

by

- ^2. (\, O, O)

^ ~ 42 (cxjoQ, rvX- O ^ O)
(U.33)

(where we note that k is real)

2 2
We then note that © appears only in the denominator jx + - Is},)
where it appears in the form

^ fev © Cd>M', 0 $) (U. 39)
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where we have the specific choice of spherical polar coordinates

for the vectors I-

(to>Mrv. (U.hO)

so that the integration appearing in

equation (U«37) will be replaced hy the integration

.<*> ti

[ \
t At -J

so that we may write

(U.U1)

I - \bvdLW ——\ V _ 7 *0? Mi)
vT '

(W*2)

But now we remember that T^K^(k>;£) ia just a function of the
o o

three variables k*", t and so that we may write

l1 * - ~Cy;. -fa-i*. S;.<*:)

-- T1"' (v? ». +>

and thus equation (U#U2) reduces to
oo *M

(U.U3)

__—! —L ,

^ La I 111. - _ w V ^ 1% • 1 j»

-I 0

(U.WO

e now perform the (p integration
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(p * \»,v -a^V' pv~ *

K

\/ l^-V ^2.% \>,v- 3l ^a. y, t^>B «-» V, )V-'
CU» U5)

7C
—

_ , say (U.h6)
Vd

Then we shall have

(-'*.) ~K (It'-C£,.uoI {kihl)

But it is a simple matter to show that is

hounded when both p and ^ are real,** so that we may write

it Prom equations (h.lh) and (U#l6) we see that for real vectors
and ki

^ b

* °(-fr
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Or,,
(U»U8)

and thus

(4.49)

on \ising the fact that (4.50)
!—_ ^ P_L_ - ;cT(s-V)

s -V>.t s-v.-
and the triangle inequality.

Let us now consider (Dl •

we have, fran (4.50) and (4.49) ( on writing p for p^
and t for

^ ^ (y-«. br+fT -Hr^c&ecen^ CfcS- + U;

-i- -v (a,v— 4- C\>vi-tevvj+^cin^
— f"

(4.51)

If we now let cos a be complex, say cos €► = Re*"0", where

we are eventually going to let R —»> ao , then we shall have
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Pc&"=- -M-V GjiV<«.V[0 VL(.^ <aQ. cur* 2*

- K r fc^V
(U.52)

^ ~ (tyPf
4 Lt^fevft"<wu;u (U.53)

and hence

IM"=- ^ »b fVtVt i-lfc

— 5x bf'*-***'*'f) * U»

■6*"+|r')i - f ^/"'V
"6 fv ftvc^a.~ Cf+1c*fxT *■ 3 V e co. --C*A-+ Cv+&"■>•**)

— 3>X ft CoscX*
(U.5U)

The important thing to note in this complicated expression for
P U

|D\ , is that the highest power of R, viz R , occurs as might
be expected, with a positive definite coefficient, so that by

choosing R large enough v/e can certainly say that

\b\v > *6 ^>x €>v ft^«o Jlct. (jjV teV ^ 55J

and hence that

J- 4
(wa*.y* Jul (U.56)
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T:enc0 we have that

Cbi*w'+ j \i^ c^teV) *- ^
(4.57)

which integral certainly converges, so that we may write

vffc. (fe*><3e0 ** (4.58)

and thus |t^(s, t)\—®> 0 as R —=> oo .

This proof depends on the fact that cos 2a / 0. If

cos 2a « 0, then the steps from (4.58) onwards can be

slightly altered to lead to the same result.

Thus we are led to the results that for fixed real

positive t |T^n^(s,t)| —^ 0 as \s| —^ <x> , and that for
fixed real positive s, )T^n^(s,t)| —0 as \t\—00.

It is important to note that the above results also

hold good for the non-energy conserving Born terns

T^(s, t, s) « T^n^(ki? JC|») with s « kj2 , s ~ kf
o

t = (^ - kf) as far as the s and t variables are
concerned.

If we now combine these results with the analytic

properties deduced in the previous section by performing

Cauchy integrations in the manner indicated in Section I,

then we are led to the integral representation for T^n^(s,t)
and T^n^(s, t, s");-

oo

,t9TU,ts,fc) - [<&'
; „ (S-s'+iOUr-**?) (4.59)
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«

and
- WW -i
° f Is-sVveOO^')ft H*y

(4.60)

V. Analytic Properties of the Remainder Term

We have, from equation (2.23)

-I— 1 v*tC*> > T"'kMAAA
-J ^v^-c<b S — ^.x S-<*

* T«i* <*;MW
6 j e S-t-6 j-vx^Of

(5.1)

which, if we make use of the integral representation (4.64)
may be written in the form

°» Ob

gCi~>4 (s,t} - y-s!<*%'• r*'At" fj? jAA y
O *>%
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e-\>v) p.* U", t', O £ vr fe.Q
* (i-sVfe) t'3Cs-sV»-t)

a© oo

■*"

2, W' di-^'^yWr <
6 6 K^

* p^is'y t>") p^ u", t", <%) f fo <pv< te>£)
Cb-^Vvf)CW+vfe")£.(*.: -**•" 3 U-\»^'fc)(v»- fcK\-<V"fc)

(5,2)

We now look at the denominator, on the right hand side of

equation (5.2) to find the regions in the s and t planes

for which they vanish; these will be the regions in which

singularities aav lie. The only difference in the denominator

in the two expressions on the right hand side of (5.2) comes

from the terms s - q4" + ie and s + B. Zeros of the first

will give rise to a positive real axis cut in the s plane

from s = 0 to s = 00, and zeros of the second lead to

poles in the s plane at s « - B. Zeros of all the other

energy denominators, la. the denominators
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s - s* + ie

s - s" + ie

s - p2 + le

s - q2 + ie

s - r2 + ie (5.3)

will likewise lead to a cut in the s-plane from s = 0 to

s = ^ .

So we are left to consider the regions in which the

terras

(£i - £)2 ♦ tH and (i£f - E)2 + t»

vanish, where we must remember that t" and t * lie between
2 2
n \i' and , and £ and £ take on all real values.

So we wish to investigate the regions

lfe-O' + f-o (5.4)

and Cfef-byVfc' =-© (5.5)

We first of all consider s fixed real and positive

and look for the regions of possible singularities in t

(or equivalently cos ©). It is useful to use the repre¬

sentations

fc: ^ %,o) (5.6)

(.«•»!,-05-« o) (5.7)



=- 0<\. ^v, (5.8)

t •=- W, t»3) (5.9)

Then with this representation it is easy to see that

equations (5.4) and (5.5) both lead to the same region,

which is given by the equation

V - a-fe. (yxtoif ) wvvt"--o (5.io)

giving

Aa1? ■=- te. ^v (5*11)

which, on putting © - a + i0 yields

c^P ^ <-e (5*14)
_ <

which as r and t" take on all their allowed values, will take
on all values between /, . and + 00 •

V » + r (fay

Now, in the cos © plane the curve 3 = constant is an

ellipse with serai major and semi minor axes cosh 3 and sirth 3

along the real and imaginary axes respectively, and with

centre at cos © = 0. Thus we know that all singularities

lie outside an ellipse in the cos © plane with centre at

cos © » 0j semi major axis given by
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-a. SLcxrA-s ft

-- ju»«--£)-i
•=- \ -t- a^

fev

semi minor axis given by

(5.13)

Since we know that t « 2s(1 - ccs ©) it follows that we shall

obtain analyticity inside the ellipse in the t-plane shown in

Fig. 11.

nr-t n
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It Is Immediately seen that this ellipse spreads out to

cover the whole t-plane as n tends to infinity, and hence we

ray obtain analyticity inside an arbitrarily large domain

merely by increasing the number of iterations to obtain a

remainder term R^^^Csjt) of sufficiently high order, and

thus analyticity inside a sufficiently large ellipse.

Let us now consider analyticity in the s plane whan t

is kept fixed real and positive.

We first consider the region of possible singularities

given by equation (5.4). This equation may be written as

-v vv -V- O — 0 (5.14)

which on writing k »-x + iy gives

- O
(5.15)

and xx—3.v,x —\ -v O (5.16)

Equation (5.15) gives y = 0 or x = r^. If y = 0 then equation
(5.16) gives

(x—«0V ^ v * v ~ A- t" *=- O' (5.17)

which is impossible for real x and positive t". Hence we

must have instead x = r^, which will then imply from equation
(5.16)

a" - <V + ± t*7 * (5.38)
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Hence the values of 5c and y are restricted only by (5.18)
2 2 2

which says that we must have y ^ n (i

Thus we have the possibility of singularities only in the

shaded regions of the k plane as shown in Fig. 12.

On performing the transformation to the s plane by means of the
p

relationship s = k we obtain the region inside the parabola

\ C (5.19)

to be free of singularities.
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This region is shown as unshaded in Fig. 13.

From the points of Intersection with the real and imaginary

axes it is obvious that we have analyticity inside a region

which,as n increases, spreads out to fill an arbitrarily large

portion of the s plane.

Now consider the domain given by equation We

want to consider the case with t fixed and real, in closer

analogue with field theory than the usual considerations which

take cos $ as fixed.
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Equation (5*5) with the representation

-k: & 4? ica> &, ©, o)

t - (jP. W V*)
may be written as

Op. + ^'1 O (5.20)

In addition we have

ft -

-a- ot •V 0

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

where t will be considered fixed and real.

Equation (5.23) may be written in the form

kr~ 1+-^^ % (5.21,)

which on use of equations (5.22) and (5.21) will, on taking real

and imaginary parts, yield the equations

X \ffc- ■=_ X jL C-OVU ^ — '"J x b**)* ^ (5.25)

O = * |
(5.26)

which give on elimination of a

(»* *■ *$) 0**^ (i
i "

£(^-v>) (5,27)
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Squation (5.20) together with (5.21) and (5.22) on taking real

and imaginary parts gives the equations

*v~' 3 ^ ~ ce> «jl

~~

o*. — ^>v vtM-s-O\ (5.28)

and

o^xC.)pI C^j) «*■ -V' ^ v (Vv^-ot.

Sx G OwtC*< (yws Uv ^ -V- \p\ C-O* <*<- O (5.2°)

If we new put

1- (?,M) oA.-*- \pv- <*.

S,v — )p\ nw. oc — \p-v- <A

*" V5-

>t —

(5.30)

then the equations (5.28) and (5.29) reduce to

■3 — lv^(e«-vu^i (K^k^» vV^-€> (5.31)

3-X^. - c^no**^ A- 3.H<^.v (KU.^~ O (5.32)

i.e. ev,v— *~<C — — 3-6 *. -v-1" ■=- O (5.33)
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Ar ft*. - O

where A

Ccr>Kp

■H-

But we have that

<YV& if***

(? e>v
•+- — 4- <^_

|b £ 3

#f ^CA,-h)v
4- r— «"

|J> KV (VwvU p
Hence substituting (5.37) in (5.36) gives

(5.34)

(5.35)

!21imInatlon of B gives

%V-*f ~ ^ 6V-*) +t" O (5.36)

(5.37)

f? <*xowr

(5.38)

If we now write v ■= C. (5.39)

and use the necessary condition that A is reaJ, we obtain
after sceie elementary but tedious algebra that this condition
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implies that we must have

%

£jer*» p ?f
cW-

V*-*" (5.40)

which has as its bounding curve in the x-y plane (i.e. complex

k plane) the curve

Cen^. Q> >iv ( 5 • 41)

Elimination of 0 between the equations (5.41) and (5.27) rives

almost immediately

■a* ——— i (5.42)

which is the bounding curve In the k plane of the region of

analyticity, and the region of possible non-analyticity will
2. 2 2

occur for c *> n jjl •

We now investigate the form of this curve. It is

Immediately obvious that the curve lies between the lines

y s • c which it has for asymptotes and that it cuts the

ax8s at the points

L\

^ — O ^V »

M- (cv-v t)
(5.43)

X - o . v
~̂

2- - o



We shall now show that it is confined to the regions

A. fc/tw and c1—f ^ c.'*' ? or in
. V w

^ .
other words that it does not appear in the strip <cV ~ -c—^
within which we shall therefore have analyticity. (The proof

2
will depend on our being able to choose c large enough,
which of course we shall be able to do, since we can take the

p
number of iterations, and hence n, and hence c", to be as

large as w® please).

If we write equation (5.42) in the form of a quadratic
2

in x we obtain

" f 1V> »-VC«-%-P - OL
(5.44)

2
We want to find the values of y which give negative yc, , and
the curve will then certainly not enter these regions. The

conditions for equation (5*44) to have two negative roots

is that the si® of the roots should be negative and the product

positive, which conditions reduce to

_ ct"-t) + v/c4 -ic t *xe
t > ^ (5.45)

and
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4o (5.46)

•* tX
First let us not© that (5.4|?) is satisfied If ^ ^

since

tv ^ - (cv-t) ^ N/CM-_<ic1t^atx-
&v ~ "

X

At
V—_ -v- e"~t- >

if ^

i.e. if ~ "X r l* to (5.47)C* o

which may be trivially verified to be so.

Let us now look at condition (5.46)# We are interested

in the region where f(y2) 0. fCy2) is a cubic in y2 and

has the asymptotic behaviour

f (^*) —^ °° ^
< 5.48)

V
-)+Oo•fl-jV) OLX 3

When 3^0, 5(a«) -- ^ ">o (5<49)
o

f(y ) has maximum and minimum values

$cv ± / Ibtt -H$tv
^

a (5.50)
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2
"both of which are positive if c is large enough. Under this

condition the cubic will have the general form as shown in

Fig, 14,

Fig, U

Thus we know that we must have f(y2) <-0 if y^2 ^ ?2

where -O

and IJi1 c>v^ + fee** t~ J (5.51)

It is now a matter of simple algebra to show that

&C?)i o

-f-(ev-fc) *• o

and ^[gtv4- n/|4,c*+-IT?'] (5.52)
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2
and so we may deduce that f(y ) < 0 if

7v 4 1 i £l-t (5.53)
and hence that the curve never enters these strips. Thus we

have analyticity in the k plane inside the unshaded regions

in Fig. 15*

"hen the transformation from the k plane to the s plane is

carried out, we will have analyticity between two parabolae

as shown in Fig. 16.
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As n approaches infinity one parabola recedes to

infinity, while the other collapses on to the positive real

x-axis• Thus we can obtain analyticity inside an arbitrarily

large domain of the s-plane (excluding the positive real axis)

by taking a large enough number of iterations.

This result has been seen to hold for each term in the

denominator for which singularities may arise and thus holds

for the whole remainder term.

We have thus arrived at the result that by taking a large
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enough number of iterations of the Low equation, T(s,t) may

"be made analytic in arbitrarily large regions of the s and t

planes when the other variable is held fixed real and positive,

with the exception of the cuts 0 4 s <<*» and - 00 < t v< -p.

and the bound state poles.

We now proceed to verify the statement made earlier that

T(s,t) is a real function of the complex variable s, in other

words that

its*.*} -
, ,,■- (5.510

First of all we note that the n-th Born term is, for complex S

defined by

- Ov, aV *

(5.55)

which from its very form we see is a real function of s,

namely

(5.56)

This also obviously holds good for the non-energy conserving

case

t. s ) =- [7'"'1st,s>3' (5.57)
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If we next consider the remainder term we have, for complex s,

from (5.1)

vi [a\Jc
e» J * s-v<&

(5,58)

and this, because of (5,57) may again be irrrnediately seen to
be a real function of s :

- [r'"(S.t,r (5.59)

Thus, since we may write

Tfevs -- X'
t-._v (5.60)

we will have, by virtue of (5,56) and (5,59) the reality

of T(s, t):

T(s^A) - v
(5,61)

VI, Asymptotic Behaviour of the 3 cutter in;: amplitude.

Before we can write down a dispersion relation embodying the

analytic properties deduced in the previous sections it is necessary

to know the behaviour of the scattering amplitude as s and t

approach infinity, so that the contribution from the integration

over the infinite circle in the Cauchy integral may be dealt with

in an appropriate manner.
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(1) Behaviour as 1st -»> q»

From equation (4,14) It Is seen that the Born series is

absolutely and uniformly convergent if p > 2. In this case

since each Born term (apart from the first) tends to zero as

I s i ->> oe , we may say that

"V(S» TwW
(6.1)

as l*\ —=»>

However, the condition that p > 2 Is rather restrictive for

it certainly excludes the possibility of bound states since

it was shown by Bargmann^^'' that If I = C r\V(r)l dy and

n are the number of bound states with angular momentum i. ,

than

U€*%w
(6.2)

and in the case of the pure Yukawa potential I = •
r

However, even if p < 2 it may be shown, as was done by
(

Klein and Zemach that the Bom series is in fact absolutely

and uniformly convergent provided s > B_a_ where B__„FlaX maX

is the greatest binding energy of a bound state, and thus we

still gat the result that T(s, t) —^ T^^(t) as |s\

Thus the scattering amplitude behaves like a constant for large

values of the energy, and so one subtraction is necessary before
a dispersion relation may be written down.
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(2) Behaviour as Jt\ —=» oo •

If n > 2 again the problem is trivial, since the Born series is

uniformly and absolutely convergent, and each term tends to zero

as (t\ tends to infinity, and thus the scattering amplitude

itself must tend to zero as lt\ approaches infinity.

However, the matter is very much more complicated if p, 2
and there is the possibility of bound states. «s mentioned in

the introduction what we need to write down a double dispersion

relation in s and t after having a single dispersion relation

in s, is not necessarily information concerning the behaviour

In t of T(s,t) but only of Im T(s,t). Wow, the analytic
and asymptotic behaviour in s leads to the dispersion relation

T(s.f>= T'"W f VT"'fc> cty
O (6.3)
o

Hence jL£ Im T(sf,t)—^ 0 as Itl-^oo we can write

^TU>)=I ££">dur' <«•■*>
rv

But the unitarity relationship as stated in the introduction

tells us that

Vtivo - "a* «*»«.•

Then the contribution of the bound state terms on the right hand

side do not vanish for large \t\ while the left hand side does.

Thus we see that the assumption that Im T(s,t)—0 as IH —eoo
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ls Inconsistent with the unitarity condition if there are bound

states present. What we should like to do is to determine the

behaviour of Ira T(s,t) or T(s, t) as |t\—>> oo , knowing that
at the best it will behave like a polynomial in t. Tt should be

admitted immediately that the attempt to determine this behaviour,

using the ideas of this thesis, has not been attended with any

success, but since a good deal of time and effort were spent on

this project, perhans an outline of the method by which the

attempt was made would not be out of place.

We have the iterated form of the Low equation

T(s,t) «■
(6,6)

where for fixed real positive s we know that R^n+^(s,t) is

analytic inside an ellipse in the t plane with centre at the
2 2

point t = 2s and semi-major and semi-minor axes 2(s + 2n p. )

and 4np. ^s + n*>^ respectively (6,7)

This ellipse may readily be shown to Include the circle

wv» (6>g)

We are interested in what happens to T(s,t) when \t\—=!><*> ,

If we try to make \t[ —=> oo in the right hand side of equation

(6,6) however we land in trouble when t reaches the edge of the

ellipse inside which R^2n+*^(s,t) is certainly analytic. If

we then want to increase t further, we must perform one more

iteration to include two more Born terms in the series and to
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have the remainder terra R^2n+^^(s,t) instead of R^2n+*^(s,t).
Thus to determine the asymptotic behaviour of the scattering

amplitude, what we should do is to consider the limit as n

tends towards infinity of the functions

'C-K

and

ft11"""*u K-y-'®)
(6.10)

A lengthy investigation of these functions was carried out,

but without achieving any useful results. It is known that

the expression in (6.9) will tend to zero as n —»> «*» , since

it can be shown that T^n^(s,t)-^ 0 as \t\—as fast as

-Try • Hence we have 2n terras each tending to zero like . \ »
'M 4n
and so the whole sum should also tend to zero. However,
the treatment of R^2n+*^(s, 4n2n2e*®) is rather more in¬
tractable and unfortunately, despite a thorough attempt to
determine its asymptotic behaviour we have not been able to

deduce these results.

Thus we are only able to write down a double dispersion

relation with an arbitrary number of subtractions in the

momentum transfer variable. One possible way of performing

these subtractions leads to the integral representation2
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O K ^ (y-^ cs-svct)

(6.11)

The fg(t) may be readily shown to be polynomials in t, the
degree of the polynomial being the angular momentum of

the bound state B.

VII. Partial Wave Amplitudes.

We now leave the consideration of the complete scattering

amplitude and turn our attention to the analytic properties of

the partial wave amplitudes. The motivation for this is derived

from our inability to obtain an unambiguous Integral representation

for the scattering amplitude. Since the partial wave amplitudes

are functions of the energy only, their behaviour both as

regards analytic properties and as regards asymptotic properties

should be able to be readily determined.

If we write the scattering amplitude T(k, .£) as a function
2 2

of the energy s and the scattering angle cos © (k" - (L = s,

k.C = s cos ©) in the form T(s, cos ©), then the <L-th

partial wave amplitude Tjj_(s) defined by
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T^S) " dlCe^P©)TOs t<r>&) ?, (eo>©) (7.1)

where (cos c) is the usual Legendre polynomial.

Then the total scattering amplitude can be expanded in

terms of partial wave amplitudes
Oo

Tfe.to.©) =- 2. U<+0 ~x(s) {7_2)
l-=-o

provided the series on the right converges. By general theorems

on Legendre polynomials (see for example reference 20), it is

known that the series will converge inside any ellipse in the

cos ft plane with foci £ 1 within which T(s, cos ft) is
2

analytic, since this plane is cut from 1 + ^ to + oo the
largest ellipse for which this will hold must have major axis

2
equal to 1 + p. /2s. Within this ellipse therefore the partial

wave expansion is valid.

We now deduce the analytic properties of the partial wave

amplitudes from the general Mandelstar representation (6.11) for
the total amplitude.

If there are no subtractions, then in taking the partial wave

projection we are interested in a term of the type

r« p^U*©)

4-V

&) \
j +■ £ i—to&)

■+<

-X
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4\

T \ JLCca ©) 1-1
-i v a.s>

->>\

i r 00
- ^ \ d.Ux»£) ^ (jLwvt) PWU><» e) Cl^~s) P^CCA©)

KS-O
-1

(see papa 322 of reference 20)

OO

K-.O ^

- Q.0-&)

which has singularities for

-UU|UM

I.e. "A 4 — <6

But . v ^ cxa

So we may deduce that we must have s <0 also

and since we have s = - ls\ then

-*t £ ——

IS\

b»
i.e. H>, —

ls\

i.e.
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%
>, rV (7.6)

So we have the range of singularities (the cut)

-co (7.7)

If there are subtractions and bound state terms in the general

Mandelstam representation (6.11), it may be easily shown that

this introduces no more singularities in s for the partial wave

amplitudes. Thus we obtain the result that Tj^(s) is an

analytic function of s apart from the cuts 0 6 s «*> and

We are also interested in the nature of the cut 0 < s <

for the total scattering amplitude, and the analytic properties

of the amplitude If we continue through this cut. We use the

partial wave amplitudes, a square root branch cut, and hence

is the same type of cut for the total amplitude, at least for
the region in which the series is convergent. We then know

that there are only two sheets of the function associated

with this cut, so we shall determine the aralytic behaviour of
the function on its second (unphysical) sheet.

To apply the methods of Zimmermann we need to make use of

the unitarity relationship. This is, from equation (1.36)

, 2
— oe»

(21)
methods of Ziramermann ' to show that the cut is, for the

(7.8)

with k2 = JL2 = k'2 = s .
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i .6 •

or, on putting in the partial wave expansion (7.2)

X& 9* (<U» Cto-.-sT)) -

^^ \ 1 Ta(^)?x(c®(«?.#)) (^+0T*fe) (e*»(i,-<a'J)dt9v
(7.10)

" *i? X Ou*0(>i»^OTx>)X^ Xj Px(c® (<£.£>; —
a <2-&H

- <2Ws X &.c-vv) \*TAC*)V" ?x tea)

(7.11)

so that we may deduce that

^vn. ~ I (7.12)

Now we =a=g know that Tx(s) with s real is the boundary
value of an analytic function Tx(s) of a complex variable
apart from the cuts s ^ . ^i2 and s} 0. Along the real
axis we have frcm reality conditions the fact that we must

have

-*>Q £r~^>o (7.13)



If we now define T ' (s) by
c

l<ts)
Te(*> -

TxC^) (7.14)

where \fs has a cut from s = 0 to s = cd we see that T^fs)
is certainly analytic in the whole s plan® apart from the cuts

p
s >, 0 and s (t -n /4 (and possible poles at zero*of the

/ ^
denominator). Also T (s - ie) =

J

1 t-iw\ Jwe Tc <-S>*■^

f (7.15)

so that T^(s) is also a real function of the complex variable
s.

Now we have that

a~T..'w - v

^ 3Lu(s) -Steffi luiof'
I iv c a^T^r

(7.16)
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by the unltarity condition (7.12) which holds for real s ? 0,

Thus the discontinuity of T^(s) across the cut s >, 0
is zero and so TA(s) does not have this singularity. But now

we may write equation (7.14) in the form

U( )" <7-i7)

so that we have

TaCs) - v c

with n l J(s)
\ v hVs XT**)

TjTtS)
Gs - ~

V t- U-k^s Tx CV

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

so that G (s) and F„ (s) are analytic (anart from poles) inx
2

the s-plane cut from - oo to - 4 and are real on the positive
real axis.

We hence deduce that TA (s) has, from the form (7.18)
a square root branch point at the origin and thus the

singularity 0£ s c <x> must be a square root branch cut, and

hence this cut must connect two and only two sheets. The same

result may be deduced for the total scattering amplitude, at

least for the region in which the partial wave expansion is

valid. This certainly includes the physical range of the
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scattering angles -1 £ cos ft £ + 1 . The actual domain of

convergence may be found as follows.

le know that T(s,t) is an analytic function of t apart
O

from the cut t = -t' where t1 ^ ^, Hence we must have

T(s, cos ft) an analytic function of cos ft apart from the cut

<2^0- ©o -1*
cjo»©■ — v*-!'

A*

(7.21)

2
where t' ^ •

2
Thus the cut starts at the point cos ft = 1 + ^ and runs
off to infinity. So we know by a general theorem on Legendre

polynomials that the partial wave expansion will be valid inside

an ellipse in the cos ft plane which has foci at the points - 1
2

and passes through the point 1 + ^ (where we remember that
s may be complex). The calculation of the major semi axis

of this ellipse is trivial but tedious. It turns out to be

of length

<*£>)- JU t1" fes v ^ ^ tL I
W His*" + T4' (7.22)
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VIII. Continuation Through the Square Foot Branch Cut

This continuation of the total amplitude is effected by-

means of unitarity and reality. Unitarity says that we must have

£(V—(8.1)

which can be written in the form

^ v (<5. - ^K(.S. V, T%. Vr') c (V fc") (8.2)

where |(C is a function we shall determine later. But now if we

continue through the cut and denote the function T(s,t) on the

second sheet of s by TI:I(s,t) we will have (with s real in
what immediately follows)

-TO-fe. t) +■ rK ^s.;v t f. t')T(wty) aJc'aJf

vr<b,t',t")T(i-'-'fc,b") T® (S-'fc.t'Jrffc'rffc*
(8.3)

using the fact that

(8.4)
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Squation (8.3) written for general complex s takes the form

T"(.i--Tts.t) * -Ci.f) TSC»-.^1 (8.5)

This equation (8.5) Is made the basis of the continuation procedure.

It is actually an equation of the Fredholm type and thus by a general
(22J it

theorem due to Candlin and Tcreaton T (s,t) will be analytic
in the region in which both T(s,t) and the kernel are analytic.
We thus look for the singularities due to the kernel.

Now the unitarity relationship may be written in the form

VT(st) ^ ^ l (8.6)

1

so that we want to put the integral appearing on the right hand

side of this relationship into the form

Now, i^ w® choose the representations

, oC~p

fe* » *. ^
fer 1 fe ^ —Al. ® ✓<">>1 ^ -5 . O)

(8.7)

(8.8)

we shall have

dSi^i - A(to><p)As^ (8.9)

and
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*- (.l&j. -QT3- 3s Ct»<9 -<*u§ ,%c. $?

and ^2sC»-^t^9P + (8.10)

Then we shall have

£ (y,tn)

where

But

_ cRt<r» <P, u-)
"* *

&*>y)

(3.11)

is the Jacohian of the transformation

>(tv) 3? **
^eo>4?

ae

9<Ur> <p **-

(3-^ C(J> — -V-^S §* c&ir Q CCO

■^L%*jr> ® — ols **vC- ® c^rv-^^vf-

oU /w ® y

—fW- /V~ V

which reduces to $ SV ?/k^. <p V (8*12}

so that 1 -

But now
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^s(v -c*» % c/r><J>) - h'WV

Ovv-A l4»s (v^ ® <p ^ — t"—t' (8.13)

so that 4r t. 3„SC0>§ (8*1*0
J ^

and so we want to evaluate tan in terms of t', tw the energy

and the scattering angle. If we use (8,13) together with
p p

cos ft> * sin ft) a 1 we obtain

— / I ~ ^ V<6r ) 4 —v —— —— - \ (8.15)Co^ L ^ J (»»)v t^V
O. JL

so that

r V ,, xl (u-s)v/Kv_v§
WS* -» 1 » - -rW (v- —} ( r (8-16)"c- ^ L «»W! *• t,i M to-*')

2 2
and hence, using the fact that tan t = sec' Y' - 1

U-"n-= rf—i [^ *-pJ -1 (3-17)
so that eventually we obtain

4: - 3sc*» f Jlbsvj"! I (tvi—It'-ef (8.18)

We must now determine the region in the t* - ttt plane over which

the integration has to be taken. This region will correspond to

the region shown in the j6 - if plane in Pig. 17»
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i.e, we have

—V £s e® <$> £ I

O 3.7:

so that we have the conditions

i (8.20)

and £*?<$ <*\ (8.21)

(8.20) implies with the help of (8.16) that we have

\v~ (»- —)Vl f^—^ » 1L (8.22)

while (8.21) yields on the use of (8.13) the fact that

(.1- 4 \ (8.23)
X-

Equation (8.22) rearranged gives the condition

I
; - • X® + TT5 (l- (8.»0LLfi) A*»» — C&> j

*- i"

So we see that if this condition holds, then condition (8.23)

will also hold.

The condition (8.2U) reduces to

t"v- ^-TsivC® (y + v It, sV^ ® £ o (a-25)

For this condition to "be true t1 and t" must lie inside the

ellipse

t" - Ift'ce 4 ifcsV-*? o {3>26)
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This is an ellipse with centre at the point (2s, 2s), major axis

lying on the line t" = t' and of length # minor

Thus the double integration in the integral (8,7) is only over

the interior of this ellipse. This will he automatically

ensured if we introduce a step function, the usual function,

defined by

0(x) - \, X"> O

(8,27)

into the integral (8,7) namely

U'vf) -IfesWf) (S.28)

If we write this in terras of the momentum transfer instead of the

scattering angle it turns out to be

0 (3t't" t"v -ttf (V *«') —

(3,29)
=- Otb" - bt'b?5)

If we also write the Jacobian in terms of t we obtain
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1
\

(8.30)

So that the step function automatically ensures that the

function under the square root is positive.

We now have the result that

!*(£,*) » T(S,M r5 (s,fc (8.31)

where £ is the shaded region shown in Fig. 19.

/tv-V
K-^

u*-r

c

Vin»

For T(s#t') we can write the dispersion relation (if we assume

no subtractions in the momentum transfer are necessary)

— do
t'-t,

<^"l
(8.32)

and let us perform the t' integration.

The Jacobian may be written in the form

-4r = 2s v/-tV-^)(.*•'- p) (8.33)
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and then the equation of the ellipse 0 is just

(y-iXv1-® =• ° (8.310

so that the range of the tf integration (for fixed t*) is just

frora a to (3.

Thus we are interested in the Integral

» 1 ,J gfx
(8.35)

This is evaluated in the appendix where it is 3hown to be equal

to

— I l\

\J- (8.36)
We thus have the possibility of singularities at

1 •6' fc,v 1V -,3urfc'' -3LC, t*—it, fc v ^ o
s (8.37)

where we remember that t^ takes on values between - cao and
-h2.

This relationship, if we put

b =~ <3-<>(^-Cur> &)

t, - £s(v f)

b'{ - ^Ls (> - ^
(8.38)

becomes
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^ — V =- O f c,^ ,

which is easily shown to be equivalent to

o» 9 » co> t6> i-H--) (8>Uo)

Now since t" has to lie between 0 and Us, sjr must be a real

angle, and if we consider a physical scattering process

likewise so roust & be a real angle. Hence we must have

—\ ^ e«> (© tv) -V\ (8.2a)

and so we shall have the possibility of' singularities

if — \ < c-eo <p L ArS

i.e. -\S= ^_-V\

i.e. —^ i: —!Es c o (8.U2)
OS.

But
— ofc 4 ^ ^>0

(8.24.3)

so that implies that
as"

and so

(8.W,)

3 s - ls|'
(8.245)

so that —£ < — is equivalent to
<5LS
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3\*>\

i.e. ^ ^ VtA
4-

>, e
H-

so that we have the possible range of singularities (cut) on

the second sheet

(3#U6)

( P3)
It has been shown by Freund and Karplusv ' in the

relativistic caBe that the corresponding cut on an unphysical

sheet is a natural boundary of the scattering axaplitude and

their argument applies equally well in this case to show that

the cut (8.U6) is a natural boundary of the non-relativistic

scattering amplitude.

This concludes our study of the analytic properties of

the scattering amplitude in non-relativistic theory.
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Apoendix

We wish to evaluate the integral

.fr
< *

\R »̂<>0(x-(b) x-«- (A.l)

If we make the eubstitution

^ (A'2)

we obtain
J./ f»-<—r'i* ~ \

\Kl )A^
Va-CN ^-"V' (;#3)
Vf

M

\|~ CV* (.C-a«)u^O-*-Cc.-^V^
'/ot-*-

'/■

,
/^C

where we note that the quadratic form is positive definite within

the range of integration

b

V(C-^(C-(i) J LV+~ ^ 1 (A*'0
OL v (c-ot)Cc-(i) (e.-*)<c-(i>)

where we have written

I

ok-c

V* - -r^- (A.5)
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b

cjlu

0- V L fe-<0(e^i «J (c-c*r(C-ft)VCc-dOCC-[\ A Ct-«)\c-^v (c-oOCC.-/*>

v>

Au.

\|lt-*Kc-ij) J \[ (u.vrtoV' A-fe'
0-

on writing

c- iUrfi)

&r=- > _ Ce-- \
tt-»Xc.-|i) <.c.-*)vte.-^J*

(.".-(Ov
1+ (c-*ru-itf

If we then make the substitution

(JL -V W.o — /K~>.

(A. 6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

we obtain
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I» . , j"
b

At

UL-V-U.0

(VvkCN>|li-*H*iO * J*-i
*

fl +"
Ui-K-N * i, k JvT^ (A*9)

where

^r, — ^ -\-^0

^, ■»- <X -V

so that

PL - * U-P'
V " 3-

using equations ( ,5) and (A.7)»

Hence we see that

i,\V- ^ -©

so that we have

(A.10)

(^c)(<A-c)

^r- - J 1 (A. 11)

(A.12)
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I-- f ^
VCc—OCc~(r>) ^

r
t

— v 'V

C*~-<x) C<L~^

so that we have deduced the result that

r • • dUv

*
M- fe-*K*-» v-c ^___

(A.13)
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